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Muhammad Ali Was a Chicken! Aug 20 2019 From the best-selling author behind My Weird School: a quirky new
biography series that casts fresh light on high-interest historic figures. Muhammad Ali was so terrified
of flying on planes, he carried a parachute! He never read a book—not even his own autobiography! And he
had an official taster to determine how salty his sweat was after each bout! Wait! What? Siblings Paige
and Turner have collected some of the wackiest and most surprising facts about the legendary boxer and
antiwar activist, from his childhood and the spark of his boxing career through his three heavyweight
championships and beyond. Narrated by the two spirited siblings and animated by Allison Steinfeld’s
upbeat illustrations, Wait! What? Muhammad Ali Was a Chicken? is an authoritative, accessible, and one-ofa-kind biography infused with Dan Gutman’s signature zany sense of humor.
My Weird Writing Tips Oct 14 2021 With over 10 million books sold, the My Weird School series really
gets kids reading! The ability to put thoughts into writing is an essential skill vital to success in
school—from elementary school through college. Bestselling author Dan Gutman helps kids master this
important skill with his fun, informative writing guide, My Weird Writing Tips. Dan offers tricks for
spelling hard words, understanding the difference between similar words like “its” and “it’s,” and
conquering grammar stumbling blocks like commas and apostrophes. He also teaches readers how to write an
engaging story, in line with the grades 2–5 Common Core goals for writing a narrative. With illustrated
appearances from A.J. and Andrea, stars of his bestselling My Weird School series, and with his trademark
wacky sense of humor, Dan makes learning the writing and storytelling basics so fun kids will forget
they’re learning.
My Weird School Goes to the Museum Feb 18 2022 This fun Level Two I Can Read book, geared toward kids
who read on their own but still need a little help, is based on Dan Gutman’s My Weird School series,
which has sold more than 12 million books! A.J. and Andrea are taking a class trip to the museum! Their
museum guide has been warned that one of them might misbehave. But who will it be? Join A.J. and Andrea
from Ella Mentry School on this hilarious field trip as they show young readers why they attend the
weirdest—and most fun!—school around.
Rappy the Raptor Mar 19 2022 Meet Rappy the Raptor, a velociraptor who speaks in rhymes all of the time,
whether it's morning or noon, October or June. Now, how did it happen that he started rappin'? Well,
here's Rappy's story in all its glory! New York Times bestselling author Dan Gutman and New York Times
bestselling artist Tim Bowers team up for a funny, warm story that is sure to have readers snapping their
fingers and tapping their toes! Parents and kids alike will love bopping along as Rappy learns to embrace
his unusual way of speaking in this upbeat picture book with a dino-size beat.
Houdini and Me Dec 16 2021 Harry has always admired the famous escape artist Houdini. And when Houdini
asks for help in coming back to life, it seems like an amazing chance...or could it be Houdini's greatest
trick of all? Eleven-year-old Harry Mancini is NOT Harry Houdini--the famous escape artist who died in
1926. But Harry DOES live in Houdini's old New York City home, and he definitely knows everything there
is to know about Houdini's life. What is he supposed to do, then, when someone starts texting him
claiming that they're Houdini, communicating from beyond the grave? Respond, of course. It's hard for
Harry to believe that Houdini is really contacting him, but this Houdini texts the secrets to all of the
escape tricks the dead Houdini used to do. What's more, Houdini's offering Harry a chance to go back in
time and experience it for himself. Should Harry ignore what must be a hoax? Or should he give it a try
and take Houdini up on this death-defying offer? Dan Gutman is the award-winning author of series

including My Weird School, The Genius Files, and the baseball card series, including Honus & Me. He uses
his writing powers for good once again in this exciting new middle grade novel. Named a New York State
Great Read by the Empire State Center for the Book!
The Genius Files #2: Never Say Genius Jul 23 2022 The most exciting road trip in history continues! In
this second book in the thrilling, New York Times bestselling adventure series, twelve-year-old twins
Coke and Pepsi McDonald see the Midwest like you’ve never seen it before. They never asked to be
geniuses. They never asked to get lowered into a basket of boiling French fries, either. And they
certainly never asked to be frozen in soft-serve ice cream, stampeded in a wild stadium riot, or
kidnapped on a high-speed roller coaster. But that's what happens when a red-haired villain named Archie
Clone is chasing you across America. This just might be the most dangerous road trip in history—and the
most awesome! With Dan Gutman’s laugh-out-loud humor and featuring photos and weird-but-true American
tourist destinations like the National Mustard Museum, The Genius Files is a one-of-a-kind mix of
geography and fun. Don't miss the next action-packed book, The Genius Files #3: You Only Die Twice!
Mission Unstoppable May 09 2021 On a cross-country vacation with their parents, twins Coke and Pepsi,
soon to be thirteen, fend off strange assassins as they try to come to terms with their being part of a
top-secret government organization known as The Genius Files.
The Dan Gutman Collection Jan 05 2021 Four of Dan Gutman’s funniest novels are now available together in
a paperback boxed set for the first time! Middle school is hard enough but throw in an out of control
machine that does your homework for you, novels that come to life and trap you in their pages, and an
extremely bizarre talent show competition, and it can be a real nightmare! This fun four-in-one
collection introduces young readers to the world of Dan Gutman, full of humorous hijinks and mayhem
filled adventures that make your middle school seem downright normal! This collectible boxed set includes
paperback editions of The Homework Machine, Return of the Homework Machine, Nightmare at the Book Fair,
and The Talent Show.
The Genius Files: Mission Unstoppable Oct 26 2022 The most exciting road trip in history begins! In this
action-packed, New York Times bestselling adventure, twelve-year-old twins Coke and Pepsi McDonald embark
on a family vacation you'll have to read to believe. Coke McDonald and his twin sister, Pepsi, think
their family’s cross-country RV vacation is nothing to get excited about...until they’re chased off a
cliff, locked in a burning school, and receive mysterious messages in codes and ciphers. From California
to Wisconsin, it’s a race against time to find out who’s after Coke and Pep, who’s leaving the
notes...and just what being a part of The Genius Files entails! With the real-kid humor that has earned
Dan Gutman millions of fans around the world, and featuring weird-but-true American tourist destinations,
The Genius Files is a one-of-a-kind mix of geography and fun. As Coke and Pep dodge nefarious villains
from the Pez museum in California all the way to the Infinity Room in Wisconsin, black-and-white
photographs and maps put young readers right into the action. And don't miss the next leg of the journey
in The Genius Files: Never Say Genius!
My Weirdest School #3: Miss Brown Is Upside Down! Jul 31 2020 With more than 9 million books sold, the
My Weird School series really gets kids reading! In this third book in the new My Weirdest School series,
the Brain Games are coming to Ella Mentry School! Miss Brown will help the kids do creative projects,
like building a bridge out of toothpicks and designing a remote control car. But the kids are up against
some tough competition. They will have to compete against the students of Dirk School to win the grand
prize: a free trip to PizzaWorld! Perfect for reluctant readers and word lovers alike, Dan Gutman's
hugely popular My Weird School series has something for everyone. Don't miss the hilarious adventures of
A.J. and the gang.
Flashback Four #3: The Pompeii Disaster Feb 06 2021 In this explosive third installment of New York
Times bestselling author Dan Gutman’s action-packed series, four thrill-seeking friends travel back in
time to document one of the most devastating natural disasters the world has ever seen. Eccentric
billionaire Miss Z is sending Luke, Julia, David, and Isabel on another mission back in time to capture
one of history’s most important events. This time, the Flashback Four are headed to AD 79 to photograph
the eruption of Mount Vesuvius! Can the Flashback Four get their photo and get back home before they
become ancient history? With real photographs from Pompeii to help put young readers right in the action,
plus back matter that separates fact from fiction, The Pompeii Disaster tells the story of one of the
world’s most devastating natural disasters like you’ve never seen it before.
The Genius Files #2: Never Say Genius Nov 03 2020 The most exciting road trip in history continues! In
this second book in the thrilling, New York Times bestselling adventure series, twelve-year-old twins
Coke and Pepsi McDonald see the Midwest like you’ve never seen it before. They never asked to be
geniuses. They never asked to get lowered into a basket of boiling French fries, either. And they
certainly never asked to be frozen in soft-serve ice cream, stampeded in a wild stadium riot, or
kidnapped on a high-speed roller coaster. But that's what happens when a red-haired villain named Archie
Clone is chasing you across America. This just might be the most dangerous road trip in history—and the
most awesome! With Dan Gutman’s laugh-out-loud humor and featuring photos and weird-but-true American
tourist destinations like the National Mustard Museum, The Genius Files is a one-of-a-kind mix of
geography and fun. Don't miss the next action-packed book, The Genius Files #3: You Only Die Twice!
The Tilting House Mar 27 2020 “Whaddya say you boys and me take five and poke around a bit?” “Poke
around where?” I asked. “Around our new house. I’ll bet if we look in every nook and cranny, we’ll
uncover a secret or two.” “A secret?” asked Aaron. “What kind of secret?” “I don’t know.” Dad grinned as
he struggled to get up from the tilting couch. “A house built with tilting floors has got to have
secrets.” Talking rats Growth potions Buried treasure Brothers Josh and Aaron Peshik are about to
discover that their new home with the tilting floors hides many mysteries. When the boys and their

neighbor Lola discover the hidden diary of F.T. Tilton, the brilliant but deranged inventor who built the
house, they learn a dark secret that may mean disaster for the Peshik family. Can the kids solve the
riddles of the tilting house before time runs out? Mad science, mischief, and mishaps combine in the
suspenseful and imaginative tale of The Tilting House. From the Hardcover edition.
Unstoppable Me! Jan 17 2022 Now available in a new format and fresh package: a children's book by the
authors of the New York Times best-selling children's book Incredible You. This book offers 10 lessons
for children for leading fulfilled, self-actualized lives. Dr. Wayne W. Dyer believed that if children
could hold on to the no-limit thinking they were born with rather than trying to fit in, they could learn
to truly enjoy life and become unstoppable as they strive to attain their dreams. Newly repackaged with a
fresh format and cover, Unstoppable Me! is based on 10 important lessons, including the value of taking
risks, dealing with stress and anxiety, and learning to enjoy each moment. Each point includes an example
showing how a child might apply the concept in his or her everyday life. At the end of this book, a
reader's guide offers 10 questions to help spark discussion and to further reinforce Wayne's message.
Whimsically illustrated by Stacy Heller Budnick.
The Genius Files 4-Book Collection Aug 24 2022 With the real-kid humor that has earned Dan Gutman
millions of fans around the world, and featuring weird-but-true American tourist destinations, The Genius
Files is a one-of-a-kind mix of geography and fun. This collection includes the first four novels in this
bestselling series. The Genius Files: Mission Unstoppable: The most exciting road trip in history begins!
In this action-packed, New York Times bestselling adventure, twelve-year-old twins Coke and Pepsi
McDonald embark on a family vacation you'll have to read to believe. As Coke and Pepsi dodge nefarious
villains from the Pez museum in California all the way to the Infinity Room in Wisconsin, black-and-white
photographs and maps put young readers right into the action. The Genius Files #2: Never Say Genius: Coke
and Pepsi McDonald never asked to be geniuses. They never asked to get lowered into a basket of boiling
French fries, either. And they certainly never asked to be frozen in soft-serve ice cream, stampeded in a
wild stadium riot, or kidnapped on a high-speed roller coaster. But that's what happens when a red-haired
villain named Archie Clone is chasing you across America. This just might be the most dangerous road trip
in history—and the most awesome! The Genius Files #3: You Only Die Twice: As the twins continue their
family road trip from Washington D.C. through the South, it will take every bit of their genius abilities
to outwit their wacky enemies. It doesn't help that their parents remain totally oblivious! When they
finally get to Graceland, Elvis's home in Memphis, Tennessee, Coke and Pepsi come to an explosive
conclusion you'll have to read to believe! The Genius Files #4: From Texas with Love: After their
explosive escape at Graceland, twins Coke and Pepsi are ready to resume their trip across America. They
travel through Arkansas and Oklahoma, visiting weird-but-true tourist stops along the way, and finally
end up in Texas, home of the Weird Capital of the Country, Austin. The twins' many enemies—the bowler
dudes, Mrs. Higgins, and Dr. Warsaw—all swear that they're done chasing Coke and Pepsi for good. But when
the twins start receiving more codes and ciphers from a mysterious robotic voice, they know someone's
after them. They just have to figure out who before the mystery villain finds them first.
My Weirder School #8: Dr. Nicholas Is Ridiculous! Sep 01 2020 With more than 30 million books sold, the
My Weird School series really gets kids reading! In this eighth book in the My Weirder School series,
college professor Dr. Nicholas visits A.J.’s class to help the students improve their standardized test
scores in history. The weird thing is, Dr. Nicholas doesn’t care about the date Christopher Columbus came
to America, who wrote the Declaration of Independence, or other important historical facts. She’s more
interested in weird information like the history of the toilet bowl! She even built a time machine to
take the class on a field trip to the past and future. Who will get stuck in time? And how will they get
out? Perfect for reluctant readers and word lovers alike, Dan Gutman’s hugely popular My Weird School
series has something for everyone. Don’t miss the hilarious adventures of A.J. and the gang.
My Weird School #17: Miss Suki Is Kooky! Sep 13 2021 Something weird is going on! Miss Suki is a famous
children's book author—and she's coming to A.J.'s school! She lives in the rainforest and writes about
endangered animals. But when her pet raptor gets loose in the classroom, it's the kids who are going to
be endangered! Yikes!
My Weird School #20: Mr. Louie Is Screwy! Apr 08 2021 Something groovy is going on! It's Valentine's
Day! And Mr. Louie, the hippie crossing guard, put a love potion in the water fountain. Now teachers are
flirting with each other! Girls are asking boys out on dates! Will A.J. have to kiss Andrea? Not if he
can help it. Yuck!
The Homework Machine Jul 11 2021 Doing homework becomes a thing of the past! Meet the D Squad, a
foursome of fifth graders at the Grand Canyon School made up of a geek, a class clown, a teacher's pet,
and a slacker. They are bound together by one very big secret: the homework machine. Because the machine,
code-named Belch, is doing their homework for them, they start spending a lot of time together,
attracting a lot of attention. And attention is exactly what you don't want when you are keeping a
secret. Before long, things start to get out of control, and Belch becomes much more powerful than they
ever imagined. Now the kids are in a race against their own creation, and the loser could end up in
jail...or worse!
Mr. Klutz Is Nuts! Oct 22 2019 Never before has school been this mixed up-or this much fun!Principal
Klutz was hanging upside down from the school flagpole! He kissed a pig on the lips and painted his bald
head orange! And now he wants to bungee jump off the roof of the school dressed as Santa Claus!
Mrs. Yonkers Is Bonkers! Jun 29 2020 Mrs. Yonkers, the computer teacher, is the nerdiest teacher in the
history of the world. She can type with her feet, and she even built a robot substitute teacher. Is she
trying to take over the world? Illustrations.
My Weird School Daze #2: Mr. Sunny Is Funny! Dec 04 2020 With more than 30 million books sold, the My

Weird School series really gets kids reading! In the second book in My Weird School Daze—the hilarious
second arc of the My Weird School series—A.J. is taking a much-needed summer vacation with his family.
But all bets are off when Andrea and her family rent the beach house next door. Not even the funny beach
lifeguard Mr. Sunny can save them from this weird summer! Perfect for reluctant readers and word lovers
alike, Dan Gutman's insanely popular My Weird School series has something for everyone. Don't miss the
hilarious adventures of A.J. and the gang.
Flashback Four #1: The Lincoln Project Aug 12 2021 Congratulations! You are invited to participate in a
very special once-in-a-lifetime experience. Please do not share this invitation or discuss it with
anyone. In New York Times bestselling author Dan Gutman's all-new series, which blends fascinating real
history with an action-packed and hilarious adventure, four very different kids are picked by a
mysterious billionaire to travel through time and photograph some of history's most important events.
This time, the four friends are headed to 1863 to catch Abraham Lincoln delivering his famous Gettysburg
Address. They'll have to work together to ask the right questions, meet the right people, and capture the
right moment. And most important—not get caught! Back matter separating fact from fiction and real blackand-white photographs make Flashback Four the perfect mix of true history and uproarious fun.
Jim & Me Oct 02 2020 He was the world's greatest athlete, and a hero—until his medals were taken away.
Stosh is shocked when his enemy, Bobby Fuller, begs him for a favor. He wants Stosh to take him back in
time to meet Native American Jim Thorpe—an Olympic champion who lost his medals in a scandal. Thorpe went
on to play professional baseball and football, but he could never again achieve such fame. His name was
disgraced. Join Stosh and Fuller on a quest to save Jim's reputation. You'll meet Christy Mathewson, John
McGraw, and the rest of the New York Giants in this eighth exciting, action-packed baseball card
adventure!
Never Say Genius Jan 25 2020 For use in schools and libraries only. As their cross-country journey with
their parents continues through the midwest, twins Coke and Pepsi, now thirteen, again face strange
assassins at such places as the first McDonald's restaurant and Cedar Point amusement park.
The Kid Who Ran for President Jun 10 2021 Just in time for election season, Dan Gutman's hugely popular
THE KID WHO RAN FOR PRESIDENT is back. Humor, adventure, and excitement will draw kids into the world of
elections and politics."Hi! My name is Judson Moon. I'm 12 years old and I'm running for President of the
YOU-nited States."So begins this fast-paced, funny, and surprising account of a boy's run for the Oval
Office in the year 2000. Under the tutelage of Lane, his brainy friend and self-appointed campaign
manager, the affable sixth-grader from Madison, Wisconsin, takes on the Democrats and Republicans as a
Third Party candidate who can make waves. "Grown-ups have had the last one thousand years to mess up the
world," Judd tells a reporter. "Now it's our turn."
My Weird School 4 Books in 1! Feb 24 2020 With more than 10 million books sold, the My Weird School
series really gets kids reading! Meet the weird, wacky teachers who started it all in this special paperover-board edition, which includes the first four books in the wildly popular series: Miss Daisy Is
Crazy!, Mr. Klutz Is Nuts!, Mrs. Roopy Is Loopy!, and Ms. Hannah Is Bananas! Join A.J. and the Ella
Mentry School gang as they face one crazy teacher who can’t add or subtract, another who collects
garbage, and a principal who hangs upside down from the flagpole! Could second grade be any weirder?
Perfect for reluctant readers and word lovers alike, Dan Gutman’s hugely popular My Weird School series
has something for everyone.
Back to School, Weird Kids Rule! Mar 07 2021 A hurricane ends A.J.'s vacation in Bermuda early and
forces him and his family to stay at Andrea's house, where he fights with Andrea and has to go back-toschool shopping. Then their parents send them to the weirdest day camp ever.
Getting Air Dec 24 2019 They can rule the half-pipe, but can they survive this? Jimmy, David, and Henry
are psyched. It's summer, school's out, and they are on their way to California, where they will be able
to do some major skating. But on the plane, the unthinkable happens: They are hijacked by terrorists. As
frightened as they may be, they take action and they succeed. Sort of. They may have beaten the
terrorists, but now their plane has crashed in the middle of nowhere and all of a sudden, their summer
vacation is about finding food, shelter, and a rescue. Can three normal twelve-year-old boys find a way
to get by without fast food and skate parks?
The Genius Files #4: From Texas with Love Jun 22 2022 The wackiest road trip in history continues in
book four of the New York Times bestselling Genius Files series, following twins Coke and Pepsi as they
dodge villains and visit weird-but-true landmarks from Texas all the way to Roswell, New Mexico! After
their explosive escape at Graceland, twins Coke and Pepsi are ready to resume their trip across
America—only now in a convertible instead of the RV. They travel through Arkansas and Oklahoma, visiting
weird-but-true tourist stops along the way, and finally end up in Texas, home of the Weird Capital of the
Country, Austin. The twins' many enemies—the bowler dudes, Mrs. Higgins, and Dr. Warsaw—all swear that
they're done chasing Coke and Pepsi for good. But when the twins start receiving more codes and ciphers
from a mysterious robotic voice, they know someone's after them. They just have to figure out who before
the mystery villain finds them first. With the real-kid humor that has earned him millions of readers
around the world, and featuring all new weird-but-true locations around America, this fourth book in the
New York Times bestselling Genius Files series is absolutely batty!
The Genius Files #5: License to Thrill May 21 2022 The most exciting road trip in history has reached
its final destination! In this fifth book in the thrilling, New York Times bestselling adventure series,
Coke and Pepsi McDonald make it back home to the West Coast—but they’re far from home free! When we last
left our heroes, Coke and Pepsi McDonald were in Roswell, New Mexico, and they had just seen a strange
beam of light. Now their cross-country road trip is about to take a detour that's out of this
world—literally! Once the twins get their feet back on the ground, they embark on the final leg of their

trip, which will take them from the Hoover Dam all the way to the Golden Gate Bridge. Chased by nefarious
villains, the twins will be trapped with a venomous snake, pushed through a deadly turbine, and thrown
into a volcano. And craziest of all, their parents might finally believe them! With Dan Gutman’s laughout-loud humor and featuring photos and weird-but-true American tourist destinations like the Alien Fresh
Jerky Stand, The Genius Files is a one-of-a-kind mix of geography and fun.
Mickey & Me May 29 2020 "This chapter book series by Dan Gutman is a more advanced version of the Magic
Tree House series where the historical adventures are all baseball focused. I highly recommend this book
to baseball fans and action/adventure fans" (Brightly.com). When Joe Stoshack's dad ends up in the
hospital after a car accident, he has two words to say to his son: Mickey Mantle. For Stosh has a special
power—with a baseball card in hand, he can travel back in time. And his dad has a rare card—Mantle's
valuable 1951 rookie card. "I've been thinking about it for a long time. Go back to 1951. You're the only
one who can do it," Dad whispers. That night Stosh grips the card and prepares for another magical
adventure. But when he opens his eyes, he's not in Yankee Stadium—he's in Milwaukee on June 8, 1944. And
how he wound up there is not half as surprising as what he finds!
Unstoppable Nov 15 2021 New York Times bestselling author Tim Green has written an unforgettable
story—inspired by interviews with real-life cancer survivors and insider sports experience—showing a
brave boy who learns what it truly means to be unstoppable. "Absolutely heroic, and something every guy
should read." — National Ambassador for Young People's Literature emeritus Jon Scieszka If anyone
understands the phrase "tough luck," it's Harrison. As a foster kid in a cruel home, he knows his dream
of one day playing in the NFL is a long shot. Then Harrison is brought into a new home with kind, loving
parents—his new dad is even a football coach. Harrison's big build and his incredible determination
quickly make him a star running back on the junior high school team. On the field, he's practically
unstoppable. But Harrison's good luck can't last forever. When a routine sports injury leads to a
devastating diagnosis, it will take every ounce of Harrison's determination not to give up for good. With
hundreds of thousands of devoted readers, Tim Green’s books are the perfect mix of accessible and
heartwarming. “I don’t know anyone–kid or adult—who won’t root heart and soul for Harrison. Unstoppable
means you can’t put this book down!” —bestselling author Gordon Korman
My Weirder School #7: Miss Kraft Is Daft! Sep 20 2019 My Weirder School weirder than ever! Oh no! Mr.
Granite is sick. A.J. and the gang will have a substitute teacher all week. Yay! But Miss Kraft is weird.
She wears a clown costume and uses hand puppets to talk. She likes to do magic tricks. And she's happy
all the time. What is her problem?
The Genius Files #3: You Only Die Twice Apr 20 2022 The most dangerous road trip in history continues in
the wacky third book of Dan Gutman's New York Times bestselling The Genius Files series, following twins
Coke and Pepsi McDonald as they dodge nefarious villains all the way to Graceland. With the real-kid
humor that has earned him millions of readers around the world, and featuring all new weird-but-true
locations around America, this third book in the New York Times bestselling Genius Files series is one
wild ride! The genius twins Coke and Pepsi have narrowly escaped a vat of a Spam, a pit of boiling fry
oil, and a score of crazed adults all bent on killing them. But just when they thought they were safe,
their arch nemesis Dr. Herman Warsaw reappeared, engaged to their Aunt Judy! Whoa—didn't he die already?!
Now, as the twins continue their family road trip from Washington D.C. through the South, it will take
every bit of their genius abilities to outwit their wacky enemies. It doesn't help that their parents
remain totally oblivious! When they finally get to Graceland, Elvis's home in Memphis, Tennessee, Coke
and Pepsi come to an explosive conclusion you'll have to read to believe!
The Mission Unstoppable Sep 25 2022 On a cross-country vacation with their parents, twins Coke and
Pepsi, soon to be thirteen, fend off strange assassins as they try to come to terms with their being part
of a top-secret government organization known as The Genius Files.
Willie & Me Jun 17 2019 With more than 1.5 million books sold, the Baseball Card Adventures series
brings the greatest players in history to life. Featuring black-and-white photographs and stats
throughout, plus back matter separating fact from fiction, Willie & Me is the perfect mix of history and
action for every young baseball fan. Stosh thought he was finished traveling back in time. But then Ralph
Branca shows up in his room one night, begging for Stosh's help. In 1951, Branca pitched a ball to Bobby
Thomson that would become the "Shot Heard Round the World," a home run that won the National League
pennant for the New York Giants and changed the lives of Branca and Thomson forever. Branca says the
Giants were cheating, and he needs Stosh to use his power with baseball cards to go back in time and set
things right. Stosh is determined to help, but he quickly learns that you can't change just one little
thing in history. If he erases the "Shot Heard Round the World," he may forever alter the life of a young
rookie named Willie Mays. With wisdom from all the players he has helped before—plus the surprise return
of some familiar faces—Stosh uses his power to travel in time using baseball cards one last time in a
fabulous finale to the adventure of a lifetime. Correlates to the Common Core State Standards in the
English Language Arts
The Get Rich Quick Club Jul 19 2019 We, the members of the Get Rich Quick Club, in order to form a more
perfect summer, vow that we will figure out a way to make a million dollars by September. We agree that
neither rain nor snow nor gloom of night will prevent us from achieving our stated goal, till death do us
part. Gina Tumolo and her Get Rich Quick Club are determined to make their summer pay off. They're going
to make a pact and hatch a scheme, and their small-town life will never be the same again.
Albert Einstein Was a Dope? (Wait! What?) Apr 27 2020 From the best-selling author behind My Weird
School: a quirky new biography series that casts fresh light on high-interest historic figures. Did you
know that Albert Einstein was a high school dropout, and that he failed his physics class when he finally
made it to college? Or that when he died, his brain and eyeballs were removed from his body? Ever

wondered why his hair looked so wild? Siblings Paige and Turner do—and they’ve collected some of the
kookiest and most unusual facts about the world-famous scientist, from his childhood and school days
through his time studying relativity and working on the atomic bomb. Narrated by the two spirited
siblings and animated by Allison Steinfeld’s upbeat illustrations, Albert Einstein Was a Dope? expertly
balances authoritative information with Dan Gutman’s signature zany humor.
The Shortstop Who Knew Too Much Nov 22 2019 Knocked out by a pitch, eleven-year-old shortstop Jake wakes
up to discover he has developed ESP and wonders how ethical it is for him to be using his powers to guide
his team to victory. Original.
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